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Welcome to the December Meeting 
 
Agenda 
 
1. Greetings and Update by Chairman 

 
2. Apologies, Minutes of last meeting, 

financial summary.  
 

3. The Year In Summary  --  PRRA Initiatives – 
Philip Brown 
 
4.Presentation by Jim Pearson 
Project Manager (PMP) for the Papamoa Surf 
Lifesaving Club new clubrooms rebuild. 
 
 4. Questions – please wait for the roving 
microphone to arrive before speaking. 
 
5.  Our Councillors, Leanne and Steve. 

 
 
 

Please on arrival check your membership with the list at the entrance. To join, please complete a membership 
form and hand to a committee member complete with the subscription fee.  This makes it easier for the treasurer 

to reconcile forms and money.  Don’t forget the raffle.  
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The Year in Summary 
 
From our website 

 
‘We are one of the largest and influential community voices in 

Tauranga City.  
 
Achievements include persuading Tauranga City Council to reconsider 
tsunami sirens, getting work on evacuation routes started and the 
retention of the Mount-Papamoa Ward in local elections.  
 
Papamoa is a rapidly growing suburb (now larger than Mount 
Maunganui) and we believe the residents should have more say in its 
development, particularly the development of the infrastructure.” 



So what do we get up to this year.. 
 
1. An online survey (open to all Papamoa Residents) on the top bugbears and problems 

was commissioned.  This highlighted that roads and traffic were our biggest 
concerns.  Too often we feel Papamoa is overlooked when new roading upgrades are 
announced.  This survey has given the PRRA direction. 
 

2. The PRRA has submitted both verbally in forums and by written submissions to the 
Smartgrowth  “Future Development Strategy & Tauranga Urban Strategy”.  These 
submissions can be seen online in the Papamoa Residents & Ratepayer website. 
 

3. The website is where you can find out everything about the PRRA.  We have a policy 
of putting all committee meeting minutes online, each monthly meeting is online 
and summary of all talks to the PRRA are also online.  This is a living website.  We will 
be as transparent as we can.  Please also remember we need your input,  feedback,  
constructive criticism and ideas.  Too scared to call us , just use the feedback from on 
the website. 
 

 
 
 

 
 



4. We need your ideas and help.  Keeping up with what the Tauranga City Council has 
planned for Papamoa for the future takes time and effort. 
 
5. Throughout the year we have had an excellent variety of speakers for our monthly 
meetings 
 
Topics covered included Cycling Routes in Tauranga, Waste Management, Te Tumu roading,  
the Papamoa Eastern Interchange, Papamoa Surf Lifesaving Club, BOP Tourism, Sport BOP,  
The Taxpayers Union, E Bike Highways, Police Sergeant Tristan to name a few.   



6. And of course a very big thankyou to our local councillors, Leanne Brown and Steve 
Morris who keep us up to date on what is happening from a council point of view.  I 
consider this one of the bonuses of our Monday monthly meetings.   
 

7. There is a big elephant about to sit on Papamoa and it is the development of Te Tumu.                 
From our perspective, this should not begin until the Papamoa Eastern Interchange is 
completed.  Otherwise all the trucks and workers for the development will need to travel 
along Tara Rd, Te Okuroa Drive, the Boulevard and Papamoa Beach Rd. As we know, Te 
Okuroa Drive is a rabbit track, built far too narrow and only 2 lanes wide. Papamoa Beach 
Rd is full, Tara Rd is deliberately built 2 lanes for a length.  Lets work on getting the roads 
in place before any development begins.  Perhaps ask Mr Twyford  (or Mr S Jones) for a 
$250 million grant. 
 
8. In October we trialled a Members Forum where members were invited to speak about 
their ideas, problems and solutions.  We think it was a success, and we are going to repeat 
it next year. 
 
9. The PRRA needs more and more members.  Younger and older.  We also need 

volunteers with computer presentation skills to create submissions.  
 

10. All in all, we are doing alright, the committee is active, vocal and looking after 
Papamoa.  We do not always want to be the complainer, we are working to present 
possible solutions and we want to work with the TCC. 

 
 
 

 
 



And lastly,  
 
Thankyou to all our members who come 
along every Monday night and support our 
speakers and committee. 
 
And to Peter Powley who found the  Legacy 
Chapel where we now have our meetings, 
a special thankyou.  It is sooo comfortable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   More >>>> 



Today we received a question via the Feedback Form as 
to the new and  upgraded walkways being built in the 
Wairakei Reserve which runs from Evans Rd to the end 
of the housing and adjacent to the new Te Tumu 
development. The question was … 

 
“I see $2 million plus is being spent on upgrading 
the cycle and  walkways in the Wairakei drainage 
reserve. So far I have seen duplication of the 
 pathways from Evans road to Palm Beach 
Boulevard, Will this project include putting 
 down a single path from the Mandalay Key 
access, across Palm Springs Boulevard 
 and on to join the path from Calypso Drive? This 
would cover all the possible areas 
 up to either end of the problem area behind 
Simpson Road.” 
 

I have put a link on the PPRA website under Useful Links  to the Boffa Miskell document which contains 
the answer on P 33.  The answer is yes to both sides of the stream but the date of completion is not 
obvious.  
Can you confirm this pls councillors. 
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